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Abstract
It is extremely challenging to create training labels for

building acoustic models of zero-resourced languages, in which
conventional resources required for model training – lexicons,
transcribed audio, or in extreme cases even orthographic sys-
tem or a viable phone set design for the language – are unavail-
able. Here, language mismatched transcripts, in which audio is
transcribed in the orthographic system of a completely different
language by possibly non-speakers of the target language may
play a vital role. Such mismatched transcripts have recently
been successfully obtained through crowdsourcing and shown
to be beneficial to ASR performance. This paper further studies
this problem of using mismatched crowdsourced transcripts in
a tonal language for which we have no standard orthography,
and in which we may not even know the phoneme inventory. It
proposes methods to project the multilingual mismatched tran-
scriptions of a tonal language to the target phone segments. The
results tested on Cantonese and Singapore Hokkien have shown
that the reconstructed phone sequences’ accuracies have abso-
lute increment of more than 3% from those of previously pro-
posed monolingual probabilistic transcription methods.
Index Terms: mismatched crowdsourcing and perception,
zero-resourced languages, automatic speech recognition

1. Introduction
The speech technology community has recently started consid-
ering the problem of automatic speech recognition (ASR) in
unwritten languages [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Linguists have created or-
thographic systems for half of the world’s languages [11]; when
we say that a language is “unwritten”, therefore, what we really
mean is that native speakers of the language do not know how
to read and write their own language. Consider, for example,
the cases of Cantonese, and of Singapore Hokkien. Cantonese
is an official language in Hong Kong and Macau, spoken by
97 million people [7], most of whom receive primary education
in Mandarin. Written Cantonese is standardized in Hong Kong,
but most Cantonese speakers outside Hong Kong learn to read
and write only in Mandarin [8]. Singapore Hokkien, a language
related to Min Nan, is the native language of about 1.2 million
people [9]. In Singapore, all native speakers of Hokkien under
the age of 65 received primary education in Mandarin, English,
Tamil or Malay. In the current literature, there are no official
orthographies for the language. In Singapore Hokkien, place
names and human names are written using a variety of similar
but not identical conventions. Some historical orthographies for
Min Nan or Hokkien spoken in China exist but have variation
among them. Hong et al did phonological analysis of Singa-
pore Hokkien based on fieldwork with three SH speakers [23].
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In [16], Lim et. al. defined the Hokkien phones and trained the
first Hokkien speech recognition system. We have obtained the
transliteration and mismatched transcription of of 3.76 hours of
Hokkien conversation data, which will be used for deriving the
target phone clusters in Singapore Hokkien.

Speech recognition trained using mismatched crowdsourc-
ing data has been proposed to be a useful tool for low resourced
languages. The transcribers are presented with audio clips of
the target language, which they usually don’t understand, and
use the orthography of their own languages to write down what
they hear. The non-sense syllabic words from the transcriptions
are then converted and interpreted as phone level probabilistic
transcriptions (PT), which can be used to train automatic speech
recognition [18,19, 22].

If mismatched transcripts are available in two languages
(e.g., Mandarin and English transcriptions of Vietnamese), we
recently showed that improved probabilistic transcripts are ob-
tained by clustering alignments between the annotator lan-
guages [17]. It represents the alignments in a bipartite graph
based matrix that represents the probability of phone mappings.
The clusters are then obtained iteratively from the matrix to sim-
ulate the process of extracting the closest phone clusters that
the annotators use to represent the target language. This pa-
per proposes a new optimisation-based framework for inferring
clusters of the graphemes in two annotator languages that are
similar to the phonemes of the target language, where similar-
ity is defined in terms of the probabilities of alignment between
orthographic symbols. The resulting phonetic clusters automat-
ically represent the interaction between tone and phone, in a
representation similar to the tone-dependent phone sets of most
ASR.This approach is different from other clustering algorithms
in that it considers the total number of the phones in the target
language, obtain the optimum number of representative clus-
ters in the annotator language, and derives the weights for each
cluster.

2. Prior Work: Zero-resourced speech
recognition

Zero-resource speech recognition is generally defined as auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) trained using audio in the target
language, but with no native language transcriptions. Several
variations of this problem statement exist.

First, zero-resource spoken term discovery [13] involves
clustering similar audio segments in a large untranscribed cor-
pus. Frequently repeated long audio segments are taken to be
keywords descriptive of the audio corpus.

If a language has no written text, the meaning of an utter-
ance needs to be extracted in some form other than text. Har-
wath and Glass [14] proposed spoken term discovery using au-



dio captions of Flickr8k images; the meaning of the utterance
is defined by correct retrieval of the desired image. Duong et
al. [12] proposed translation from speech in an under-resourced
language directly to text in a well-resourced language, without
using text in the under-resourced language as an intermediate
representation.

Acoustic unit discovery [1,5,6] differs from spoken term
discovery in that it seeks to form clusters that account for all
of the untranscribed speech. The clusters formed in this way
(“acoustic units”) are usually defined to be approximately the
duration of a phonetic segment, thus the discovered units can
be treated as an unsupervised approximation to the phone in-
ventory of the target language. In Kamper’s thesis, neural net-
works are applied on the acoustic features to obtain the higher
level bayesian classification model [15].

A small number of studies have specifically explored the
problem of discovering the phoneme inventory of an unwrit-
ten language [10]. The goal of phoneme discovery studies is
not merely to discover acoustic units in the target language, but
to associate each discovered unit with an IPA phone symbol,
so that it is possible to generate an IPA phonetic transcription
of speech in the target language without using any information
about the (possibly non-existent) orthography of the target lan-
guage.

3. Data Preparation and Description
The mismatched transcriptions of the target languages in En-
glish and Mandarin completed so far are described in Table
1. We used the Cantonese data from the Special Broadcast-
ing Service Australia (SBS) audio corpus [26] and collected
the Hokkien conversational speech spoken in Singapore. The
Hokkien speech is then transcribed by local speakers using the
proposed phone set and orthography [23]. Our multilingual
mismatched crowdsourcing corpus consisted of one hour of
Cantonese transcribed by 6 Mandarin transcribers and 10 En-
glish transcribers, and 3.76 hours of Hokkien language tran-
scribed by by 2 English and 2 Mandarin transcribers per seg-
ment. Let’s first examine the samples for Hokkien transcrip-

Transcriptions Audio
Languages Cantonese Hokkien
Mandarin 48 (6) 221 (2)

English 68(10) 221(2)
Native 68(1) 26(1)

Table 1: Summary of Transcription Data: Minutes of Audio in
Each Language (Number of Transcribers who Annotated Each
Audio Segment).

tions in Table 2. From the transcriptions we can observe that the
Mandarin Pinyin transcriptions and the English transcriptions
simulate the Hokkien pronunciations in different ways. For ex-
ample, Mandarin has 4 tones and Hokkien has 8 tones. The tone
information in the Mandarin Pinyin transcription sometimes af-
fects the transcriber’s choice of a vowel. The Hokkien tones
were not recorded by the native transcribers, because the task
was too difficult for them.

4. Nullspace Clustering Algorithm
This section describes how we infer phone mappings between
the transcriber languages and the target language. Specifically
we describe a phonetic projection framework and clustering cri-

Hokkien Native u tsit pai ua ei lau pei to tia lahng gohng
ah, i gohng hoh, ei, le tsi ku

English Trans. oo che bai wei wei buh tee eh nuh
koh wei kon oh eh lech go

Mandarin Trans.
wu3 qi1 bai4 wai4 wai4 lao3 bei3
dou1 tian1 lan2 gong1 ai3 gong1

luo2 ei1 le1 zi1 gou1
Table 2: Sample utterance in Hokkien with mismatched tran-
scriptions in English and Pinyin.

teria with random projections. The problem is formulated as a
bipartite graph clustering problem followed by segment classifi-
cation. English grapheme labels and Mandarin grapheme labels
are clustered based on their overlap in time (Figure 1 shows the
algorithm). Phonological distinctive features of each cluster de-
fine the features of one inferred phone in the target language;
accuracy of this process is evaluated by mapping the result-
ing pseudo-phone to the closest known phoneme in the Phoible
phone inventory of the target language [24]. The experiment is
evaluated with Cantonese and Singapore Hokkien.

4.1. Inferring a Phone Set Using Spectral Recursive Em-
bedding

Figure 1: Goal of the system: from English-Mandarin dynamic
alignments to bipartite graph for clustering and constructing
the predicted transcription labels. The sentence is from the real
example in Table 2.

Suppose that we have mismatched transcripts in Mandarin
and English orthography, but we do not have native Cantonese
phone transcripts. Additionally, let us assume that we do not
know the Cantonese phone set. Take one of the two proba-
bilistic transcripts (English, say) to define the number of Can-
tonese phone tokens per utterance. Align the other PT to it (the
Mandarin one). The Mandarin PT has one or two orthographic
symbols (or a deletion symbol) aligned to every segment of the
English PT; thus for each English transcription token q, its sub-
stitution probability mass function (pmf) Sq(j) has up to two
nonzero entries, where j indexes a Mandarin grapheme type.

We first aggregate these probabilities over all tokens of the
same English grapheme type, so that

wij =
1

N

∑
q∈Xi

Sq(j)

where Xi is the set of all transcription instances of the ith En-



glish grapheme, and N is the number of all transcription seg-
ments in the training data. Thus wij is the joint probability
of Mandarin grapheme j and English grapheme i, i.e., the el-
ements of the W matrix sum to one.

In order to avoid losing tone information, we define
the Mandarin orthography to be composed of Pinyin on-
sets and tone-annotated rhymes. Thus, the sequence <
hai3, ya2, you1, len1 > is decomposed into the 8 graphemes
< h, ai3, y, a2, y, ou1, l, en1 >, which are aligned to the En-
glish orthographic sequence< ch, an, h, eihn, n, uw, l, ah >.

After constructing the matrix W , we perform bipartite
graph clustering using the spectral recursive estimation algo-
rithm of [27]. To explain this algorithm, define E to be the set
of all English graphemes, of whichA is a subset; defineM to be
the set of all Mandarin graphemes, of whichB is a subset. Gen-
erally, the similarity between two sets A and B where A ⊂ E
and B ⊂Mcan be defined as:

W (A,B) =
∑

iεA,jεB

wij .

Hence the distance d(A,B) and normalized distance
dN (A,B) between English grapheme set A and Mandarin
grapheme set B can be computed using:

d(A,B) = W (A,Bc) +W (Ac, B).

dN (A,B) =
d(A,B)

W (A,M) +W (E,B)
+

d(Ac, Bc)

W (Ac,M) +W (E,Bc)
.

where c denotes set complement, A ∪Ac = E, B ∪Bc = M .
The final optimization criterion is then min

π(A,B)
dN (A,B) where

π(A,B) denotes partitioning into the A and B clusters.
It is shown in [27] that

min
π(A,B)

dN (A,B)

= 1− max
x 6=0,y 6=0

{ 2xTWy

xTDXx+ yTDY y
|xTDXe+ yTDY e = 0}

(1)

where e is the vector with all elements equal to 1, DX and
DY are the diagonal matrices where each diagonal element is
the sum of the corresponding row or column of W, and x =
{xi} and y = {yi} are the shifted version of the partitioning
vectors x̄ = {x̄i} and ȳ = {ȳi} defined below.

Let x̄i and ȳj be the ith and j th elements of vectors x̄ and ȳ,
respectively; the clusters A and B are defined as

i ∈ A iff x̄i > 0, else i ∈ Ac (2)

j ∈ B iff ȳj > 0, else j ∈ Bc (3)

The largest left and right singular vectors of the matrix
D
−1/2
X WD

−1/2
Y are composed of uniformly non-negative ele-

ments, and are therefore not solutions of Equation (1). Equation
(1) is therefore solved by the second largest left and right singu-

lar vectors (x̂,ŷ) of the matrix D
− 1

2
X WD

− 1
2

Y . Then x = D
− 1

2
X x̂

and y = D
− 1

2
Y ŷ.

The procedure in Equations (1) through (3) can be per-
formed iteratively, developing a recursive bifurcation called
Spectral Recursive Estimation [27]. Given a weighted bipartite
graph with edge weight matrixW , we form partitionsA for ver-
tex setE, andB for vertex setM as the first cluster for the target

segment. Subsequently we recursively partition the subgraphs
G(A,B) andG(Ac, Bc) until we test and obtain the same num-
ber of clusters as the number of segments of the target language
in Phoible. Each English and Mandarin grapheme in the clus-
ters can be converted to IPA using the grapheme to phoneme
mappings previously learned for English and Mandarin [17,19].
Then we know the distinctive features of the graphemes in each
clusters. Hence for each distinctive feature in a cluster, we can
compute the modal value of the distinctive features for all of the
graphemes that make up the cluster. Once we have computed the
modal distinctive feature vector for each cluster, we will choose
the closest phoneme in the target language to be tagged with
each cluster, by matching to the distinctive feature vectors in
the Phoible inventory.

4.2. Validating the Clusters Using Null-Space Embedding

Theoretically, we define the relation between the target lan-
guage segments and English segments as the projection P1V =
E where the V and E vectors are phone occurrence frequency in
the target language matched transcriptions and grapheme occur-
rence frequency in English mismatched transcriptions, respec-
tively. P1 is a dim(E)×dim(V ) matrix in which entry element
(i,k) is the alignment frequency based probability that the k’th
target phoneme is denoted by the i’th English grapheme. Hence
we can compute the entropy of target language when transcribed
in English from the P1. In practice, we can only estimate V and
P1, for which purpose we define the following simplified es-
timate. We can consider each entry value of P1, P1(i, k) as
the probability that the corresponding target language phone k
is correctly represented by English grapheme i. Based on the
clustering result, we set P1(i, k) = 0 if English grapheme i is
not clustered to be in the cluster k in the target language. If
the grapheme i is clustered into cluster k, then the entry (i,k) in
P1 is the normalized similarity between phone i and phone k
estimated from the distinctive feature set in Phoible, i.e.

P1(i, k) ∝ exp(− 1

n

n∑
f=1

|if − kf |).

where if is the value of distinctive feature f for grapheme i,
e.g. in the Phoible inventory there are n = 38 distinctive
features, and the constant of proportionality is chosen so that∑
i P1(i, k) = 1.. Likewise we define Mandarin as M and we

have P2V = M .
Suppose we have computed (using, e.g., a machine transla-

tion toolkit) an alignment between English and Mandarin mis-
matched transcripts, and can compute the relation between En-
glish and Mandarin as P3E = M , where, in the notation of
Section 4.1, P3 = WTDX is the matrix of conditional proba-
bilities P3(j, i) = Pr(j|i) of Mandarin grapheme j given En-
glish grapheme i. So we have P3P1V = P2V which will lead
to

(P3P1 − P2)V = 0. (4)

In other words, V is in the null space of the projection matrix
P3P1 − P2.

In our clustering algorithm, the clusters corresponding to
the target segments are generated sequentially and tagged with
the target segments based on the distinctive feature similarity.
Hence we can obtain a vector V at each iteration of the cluster
partitioning whose kth value is 1 if the corresponding cluster is
used to represent the target segment. Ideally, we want to map
the segment dimensions of English and segment dimensions of



Mandarin with tones into the segment dimensions of target lan-
guage. In practice, we may not need to use all the target segment
clusters to achieve the optimum partitioning given the criteria
in equation (4), since from information theory, we know that
the entropy H(new segment clusters)≤H(full segments in the
matched transcriptions of target language). Iterating over all of
the phones in V , we find that Eq. (4) must be true even if V is a
diagonal matrix, representing dim(V ) consecutive applications
of Eq. (4) to the dim(V ) different phone-dependent subsets of
the training data. If it were possible to perfectly distinguish all
phonemes of the target language using mismatched transcrip-
tions, it would be possible to set V = I , the identity matrix,
and solve Equation (4) to find P2 and P1. In the non-ideal case,
we initialize V = I , then allow the diagonal elements of V to
shrink in the range vk ∈ [0, 1]; small diagonal elements denote
transcription segment clusters (target language phones) whose
evidence from the mismatched transcripts is equivocal.

The null space clustering problem for finding the optimum
V can be hence equivalently reformulated [25] as

V = argmin
1

2
||I − V ||2F +

λ

2
||(P3P1 − P2)V ||2F (5)

where V is a diagonal matrix, initialized as V = I the iden-
tity matrix.The diagonal values could vary in the interval [0,1],
representing the weight for each cluster. λ is tested to be 0.6 at
optimum and || · ||F is Frobenius norm. Eq. (5) is convex in
V, therefore optimising Eq. (5) results in a unique closed form
solution derived in

(I + λ(WP2 − P1)T (P3P2 − P1))V = I

Eq. (5) is also balanced between a regulariser (the first term)
that biases each column of V toward a delta-function centered
on the corresponding target phone, and a penalty (the second
term) that biases each column of V toward a solution in the
nullspace ofP3P1−P2. Upon convergence, the non-zeros in the
kth column of P2V can be interpreted as the projection to Man-
darin of the kth target language phoneme, while the k’th column
of P1V is its projection to English; Eq. (5) finds the number of
non-zero diagonal values of V as the number of phonemes in the
target language that can be distinguished based on mismatched
transcripts without causing a large difference between P3P1V
and P2V . The new number of clusters will further improve the
accuracy of the predicted transcripts.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis
This section tests our clustering based method on Cantonese
and Singapore Hokkien (SH), using matched data for eval-
uation, and compared with the simple majority vote method
based on the alignment results, the mismatched channel based
PT method and a general feed-forward Neural Network ap-
proach. Both methods are mappings from English and Man-
darin graphemes to target phones trained from the aligned
transcriptions of 10 minutes native language labels in the test
corpus. To test on SH data, we collected 2 transcribers’
transcriptions in each mismatched language and evaluated
them by matched transcriptions. SH phone set mapping and
conversion are performed according to [23] on the adapta-
tion and evaluation sets. The sample predicted transcrip-
tion output for the test SH utterance as in Table 2 is <
u, ts, b, ai, w, e, b, u, t, o, t, a, n, l, a, g, o, n, o, ei, l, e, g, o >,
which is clustered from the mismatched transcriptions in En-
glish and Pinyin. We observe the common phone alignment pat-
terns of vowels such as ‘oo’ in English is often aligned to ‘u3’,

‘u4’ in Mandarin. As a result, ‘oo’, ‘u3’, ‘u4’ are eventually
grouped in the same cluster and mapped to ‘u’ in SH. Similarly
as another example for consonants, our algorithm successfully
grouped ‘ch’ ‘ts’ in English and ‘q’ ‘zh’ in Mandarin to ‘ts’ in
SH.

The first three rows in Table 3 are the lattice oracle results
of the transcriptions of SH using Mandarin and English where
we search the transcriptions to get the best results. The remain-
ing seven rows show the results of multilingual PT and clus-
tering algorithms applied on SH. The similar results for Can-
tonese were shown in Table 4. We observe the consistent im-
provement pattern on both Cantonese and SH’s phone accura-
cies from monolingual PT, multilingual PT and then proposed
clustering method. The optimisation procedures for the opti-
mum number of cluster further improves the results from the
clusters initially obtained from bipartite graph mining.

Probabilistic
Transcription Source Phone Error Rate

English 75.5%
Mandarin 69.3%

English+Mandariin (merged one-best) 64.1%
Majority Vote 87.1%
PT on English 76.6%

PT on Mandarin 73.4%
PT on E and M 70.3%
Neural Network 68.6%

Clustering method before optimization 67.5%
Clustering method after optimization 66.9%

Table 3: The first three rows show the oracle lattice phone
error rate (most correct path through the lattice) of the prob-
abilistic transcriptions computed from three different sources.
The next seven rows show the phone error rate (highest-scoring
path through the lattice) of the SH probabilistic transcriptions
computed from seven PT based and clustering based methods.

Cantonese Phone Error Rate
Majority Vote 65.1%
PT on English 64.3%

PT on Mandarin 47.4%
PT on E and M 43.1%
Neural Network 40.7%

Clustering method before optimization 39.1%
Clustering method after optimization 38.7%

Table 4: Phone error rate (PER) for PT methods on Cantonese
speech data. The oracle results were reported in [19].

6. Conclusion and Future Work
This work demonstrates a new method for merging mismatched
crowdsourcing from two different annotator languages. The
proposed method finds phoneme clusters, each of which is sim-
ilar to one phoneme of the target language, where similarity
is quantified by the probability of alignments between ortho-
graphic symbols in the two different annotator languages (as
given by the matrices P1, P2, and P3). The results have shown
the usefulness of the clustering method to improve the phone
recognition of under-resourced languages. The future work will
be modeling the acoustic units using the learned clusters for
speech recognition without prior lexicon knowledge.
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